THE WORLD’S
FIRST BANK FOR
THE BUSINESS
OF WATER
Water is fast becoming Africa’s
most important currency.

Technical Specifications

Water is fast becoming Africa’s most important currency.
Water is needed for success in agriculture, business, industry and mining – the pillars of
our continent’s developing economies. Without a cost-effective, convenient and stable
supply of water, every economy and community in Africa is at risk. That’s why ABECO is
the world’s first bank for the business of water.

A trusted reputation for over 35 years.
ABECO has earned its trusted reputation as the leader in the creation and development
of innovative water storage solutions for more than three decades.

TANK PLATES
Design:
The water pressure applied to a tank plate determines the stress that it needs to
withstand. Based on this principle, the thickness of the design panel solely depends on
the depth of the tank. The maximum depth of the standard tanks is
5 panels (6.1 m).
The better the protection against corrosion, the better the water tank is protected and
the longer it will last. Based on our experience gathered on the ground for over 35 years
and international best practice, ABECO uses the recommended thickness of zinc coating
according to the SANS to protect the lifespan of hot-dipped galvanised tanks. Contrary
to popular opinion, it is the thickness of the zinc coating, and not the thickness of the
steel, that protects the tank.

Dimensions:
Due to our innovative and patented precision-punching technology, virtually any size
tank can be constructed using ABECO’s standard panel size of 1220 mm x 1220 mm and
with a range of thicknesses: 3 mm, 4.5 mm and 6 mm.
For the optimum cost-benefit, use the table below that recommends the most
cost-effective thickness to use.
Maximum water pressure on panel thickness

(m head)

1.22

2.44

3.66

4.88

Panel thickness

(mm)

3.0

3.0

4.5

4.5

Manufacture:
In order to maintain the accuracy of the dimension of the tank as well as drive down cost,
ABECO pioneered and perfected the manufacturing process of cold-pressing steel,
using high yield stress drawing quality steel. Then, precision punching the steel with bolt
holes that ensure the accuracy of the dimensions of the tank.

Roofing:
Depending on the width of the tank, individual roof sheets span 1, 2 or 3 tank panels. If
the tank width is greater than 3 panels, the roof sheets overlap each other and are bent
up to deliver optimum sealing.

Two alternative roof sheet configurations are available:
2.5 mm thick 610 mm wide or 1 mm thick 305 mm wide.
The 1 mm option is the most cost-effective.

Internal support:
In order to further optimise the accuracy of the dimension of the tank, standard tanks
have internal bracing that consist of an angle iron that is welded to base plates.

The base plates are then bolted to the tank panels. All
of these component parts are jig-assembled to ensure
the accuracy of the dimensions of the tank. For added
support, the roof of the tank is fixed to cold-rolled lipped
channel purlins that are supported by tubular posts.

Fasteners:
All bolts and nuts are high-tensile grade for
maximum quality.

Sealants:
All sealants and component parts have been especially
developed to provide optimum sealing. All sealants and
rubber components used are non-toxic and non-tainting.
The premium-grade rubber gaskets extruded with a
specially developed profile, not only provide optimum
sealing, but are also easy and quick to install between
tank panel flanges. Rubber bungs are used at specified
points. Silicone and mastic are also used in addition with
rubber bungs to seal bolts protruding through the tank.

CORROSION PROTECTION
Tanks:
To protect against corrosion, all steel components,
including bolts, nuts and washers, are hot-dip galvanised.
For the storage of potable water at ambient temperature,
the durable life of a hot-dip galvanised tank can even
be expected to equal or exceed its economically useful
life. Specialised coatings to custom specifications can be
also applied for other applications.

Other accessories that can be supplied on request are
valve boxes fixed to roof sheets to accommodate inlet
float shut-off valves and sump boxes welded into tank
floor plates.

Pipe connection points:
The customer customises the pipe connection points.
Manufacture does not start until this information is
supplied by the customer. Designers should take care in
selecting pipe connection points to ensure that piping
will not foul tank supports or internal support structures.

STANDARD FITTINGS
BSP sockets:

Flanges to BS 4504 bar or SABS 1123 1000 kPa welded to
sub-pipes inlet connection flanged inside and outside,
otherwise flanged outside only.

Special tanks:
ABECO has the expertise and experience to design and
deliver custom tanks that require ½ panels to fit into
small spaces and odd-shaped tanks, such as L-shaped,
and even tanks divided with partitions as are commonly
supplied for fire tanks. ABECO can also supply tanks with
external bracing.

Elevated tanks:

For optimum cost effectiveness and to protect your
investment, hot-dip galvanising is recommended.

ABECO offers a full design, manufacture and installation
service for support tower steelwork. Basic towers,
consisting of the support steelwork with a caged
access ladder to the roof of the tank, will be provided
unless there is a request for another specification. The
purchaser should request walkways around the base of
the tank or rest platforms on access ladders, if required.

Standard accessories:

Access:

• Caged external access ladder
• Internal access ladder
• Hinged lockable manhole
• Float and pointer type water level indicator
• Screened ventilator

In order to ensure safety and maintenance, access is
required all around pressed steel tanks to tighten bolts.

Support towers:

The recommended minimum space around the four
sides and above the roof is 600 mm and 450 mm beneath
the tank.

Foundations:

pressure applied by the water is converted to downward
forces in the tank side walls. Maximum loads, which can
be considerable, occur around the perimeter of the tank.
Ground level tanks are commonly supported on
reinforced concrete dwarf walls fitted with steel capping
strips. The purpose of the capping strip is to spread
the load over the full width of the support wall and to
provide a level platform on which to erect the tank.
For practical reasons, concrete cannot be cast with
sufficient accuracy of level. The capping strips should
be in place before installation of the tank starts.
Recommended tolerance on level is ±3 mm. Care should
be taken to ensure that foundation walls are parallel and
square to each other. Foundation walls must protrude
beyond the edge of the tank by a recommended
distance of 150 mm. The top section of the wall assists
in providing access for tools to fasten the tank panel
flange bolts. Brick wall supports on concrete foundations
can be used. Purchasers must ensure that bricks have
sufficient strength to withstand the loads imposed. Brick
walls are not recommended for tanks exceeding 2.44
m depth. In sloping or rock situations where earthwork
costs are significant, steel beams mounted on concrete
bases are often an economically viable alternative.

Elevated tanks:
Elevated tanks are commonly founded on reinforced
concrete bases with stub columns cast into excavations
which are back-filled after construction. The determining
loads in elevated tank foundation design are dependent
on the height of the tower. The determining load for low
level tanks is the down thrust and thus foundation size is
governed by the soil bearing pressure. The determining
load for high level tanks will be the up-lift and thus
the anchor effect of foundation and back fill mass will
determine foundation size. Maximum up-lift occurs when
the tank is empty. ABECO supplies full foundation load
information of each elevated tank purchased
to its design.

LOAD TERMINOLOGY
Dead load:

The load created by the mass of the steel tower and
empty tank.

The design and construction of tank supports and
foundations are critical and should only be undertaken
and supervised by competent professionals. Full
information on the condition of the soil is also essential.

Live load:

WARNING: CERTAIN SOILS, FOR EXAMPLE, CLAY, CANNOT
SUPPORT ANY SIGNIFICANT LOAD AND FOUNDATIONS
COMMONLY USED AND DESCRIBED BELOW ARE NOT
SUITABLE.

The vertical loads (uplift & down thrust) created by the
over tuning effect of wind pressure on the tank and
support tower.

Ground Level Tanks:
In pressed steel tanks with internal bracing, the side wall

The load created by the mass of the water stored.

Wind load:

Surge load:
The vertical loads similar to the wind load created by
water surging as the tower sways under the wind load.

Water is the
world’s next
currency
While our competitors only store
water, we offer more than just
storage - we provide a business
continuity plan by banking water.
In a world where water will
determine who thrives and who
doesn’t, who you bank with will
make all the difference
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